“Animal Welfare at The Heart of Everything We Do”
Contego Professional Dermal Wash + Animal Housing and Stabling
What is Contego?

Contego Professional is a new range of animal welfare and hygiene products for use by livestock professionals.

**Contego Dermal Wash** is a highly effective, but gentle disinfectant, which kills and removes the bacteria and pathogens which inhibit wound healing.

**Contego Animal Housing and Stabling Disinfectant** is a highly effective environmental disinfectant used for disinfecting animal environments and preventing cross contamination.

Contego products are highly effective and gentle:

- **✓** kills bacteria, viruses, fungi and spores in under a minute
- **✓** has a near skin neutral pH so does not sting or hurt the animal
What is Contego?

• The active ingredient in Contego is a stable HYPOCHLOROUS SOLUTION

• 6 years and several £M’s to develop

• It is the only product on the market that offers a high strength, high purity hypochlorous that has a real-time shelf life of in excess of 18 months

• A high strength, stable hypochlorous solution:

  - Bactericidal ✓
  - Fungicidal ✓
  - Virucidal ✓
  - Sporicidal ✓

  &

  - Non irritant ✓
  - Non toxic ✓
  - No alcohol ✓
What is Contego?

• Contego is marketed in accordance with the:
  - Veterinary Medicines Directive (VMD) as a non medicinal product
  - Biocides Product Directive (BPD) as an anti-microbial cleanser

• We are not permitted to claim that Contego products have any medicinal effect.

• Contego is approved for use in meat and dairy production applications

• The following charts are shown to demonstrate the efficacy of Contego for the purpose of engaging with professional bodies. They are not used as promotional or marketing material.
Infected abscess

"We had a cow with an abscess that she'd had for two years and which we'd been unsuccessful clearing up. We were told about Contego and could not believe the difference it made to her. It cleared up all the infection and the abscess healed up very well without any proud flesh. What was great with Contego, is that it didn't sting or hurt the animal during the treatment, which made life a lot easier when handling her. I would happily recommend Contego”

Robert Pocock: Cock Farm Stalford
"We had a cow with a leg ulcer and the vets gave her a 10% chance of survival. The cow was in a poor state and had difficulty standing and had to be fed and watered where she was laid. At the suggestion of another farmer I stated treating her with Contego. Contego quickly cleared up the infection and after two weeks treatment she was feeding and running around the barn. Using Contego was a great success. Now all that remains is a small scar where the ulcer was".

Robert Cole - Stringston Farm, Stringston
Cuts and skin damage

“One of our cows hoof’s was torn away badly. We treated her everyday with Contego and after one week the results were unbelievable”.

Jona Guilding – Culverstreet Farm
Castrations

“In previous years we have always had infections following castrating our calves. This time we sprayed the stitching with Contego and we have had no problems whatsoever.”

Jona Guilding – Culverstreet Farm
SHEEP ORF - 2nd picture taken 16 days after treatment commenced
Equine Sarcoids

Equine Sarcoid - 2nd picture taken 5 days after treatment commenced
Equine Sarcoids

Higher strength Contego has been proven highly successful in treating equine sarcoids. Frequent application typically leads to the sarcoid dropping out of the flesh after 7 -10 days.
"We had three calves sheds contaminated with ringworm. We tried a number of solutions and creams and we never seemed to able to shift it, until we tried Contego: within one week of spraying the calves and their housing, the problem was solved! Since then we haven’t had any ringworm back on the farm”.

Alan Bennett - Troakes Farm, Enmore, Somerset
Contego Companion

- Contego is also available as a dermal wash for Companion Animals
For more information on Contego Products please contact:

Ian Rowan
Tel: +44 (0) 7971 785228
ian.rowan@assuredhygiene.com